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We derive the equations of motion of extended deformable bodies in metric-affine gravity. The
conservation laws which follow from the invariance of the action under the general coordinate trans-
formations are used as a starting point for the discussion of the dynamics of extended deformable test
bodies. By means of a covariant approach, based on Synge’s world function, we obtain the master
equation of motion for an arbitrary system of coupled conserved currents. This unified framework
is then applied to metric-affine gravity. We confirm and extend earlier findings; in particular, we
once again demonstrate that it is only possible to detect the post-Riemannian spacetime geometry
by ordinary (non-microstructured) test bodies if gravity is nonminimally coupled to matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Metric-affine gravity [1] is a natural extension of Ein-
stein’s general relativity theory. It is based on gauge-
theoretic principles [2, 3], and it takes into account mi-
crostructural properties of matter (spin, dilation current,
proper hypercharge) as possible physical sources of the
gravitational field, on an equal footing with macroscopic
properties (energy and momentum) of matter.
In this work we derive the equations of motion of ex-
tended deformable test bodies in metric-affine gravity. In
this theory, matter is characterized by three fundamen-
tal Noether currents – the canonical energy-momentum
current, the canonical hypermomentum current, and the
metrical energy-momentum current. These objects sat-
isfy a set of conservation laws (or, more exactly, bal-
ance equations). Following Mathisson, Papapetrou, and
Dixon [4–9], the equations of motion of extended test
bodies are derived from the conservation laws. Our
derivation is based on a covariant multipolar test body
method, which utilizes Synge’s world function formalism
[10, 11].
In view of the multi-current characterization of mat-
ter in metric-affine gravity, we develop here a general
approach which is applicable to an arbitrary set of con-
servation laws for any number of currents. The lat-
ter can include the gravitational, electromagnetic, and
other physical currents if they are relevant to the model
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under consideration. The results presented here allow
for the systematic study of test body motion in a very
large class of gravitational theories (and not only gravita-
tional), in particular they can also be applied to the case
in which there is a general nonminimal coupling between
gravity and matter. Models with nonminimal coupling
have recently attracted a lot of attention in the litera-
ture [12, 13]. Their physical interpretation and impact
are still a subject of discussion [14, 15].
Here we explicitly show how the new geometrical struc-
tures in metric-affine gravity couple to matter, which in
turn may underlie the design of experimental tests of
gravity beyond the Einsteinian (purely Riemannian) geo-
metrical picture. Our current work, generalizes and uni-
fies several previous works [16–26] on the equations of
motion in gauge gravity theories.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section II we
briefly introduce the relevant geometrical notions and re-
call the dynamical structure of metric-affine gravity. Our
discussion is different from [1] in that we avoid the use of
the anholonomic frame/coframe, and all considerations
are based on the traditional (Einsteinian) holonomic co-
ordinate tensor formalism. We pay special attention to
the extension of metric-affine gravity to the case of non-
minimal coupling of gravity and matter. In section III
we develop a generalized framework for the analysis of
the multi-current conservation laws, and derive general
covariantmaster equations of motion for test bodies char-
acterized by an arbitrary set of Noether currents. On the
basis of these general results, we then obtain in section
IV the equations of motion of extended test bodies in
metric-affine gravity. The infinite hierarchy of equations
for multipole moments up to an arbitrary order is given,
and we analyze the lowest orders of approximation in
some more detail. In particular we derive the equations
of motion of a pole-dipole test body, as well as monopo-
lar particle in section V, and compare those to previous
2results in the literature. Our final conclusions are drawn
our in VI. A brief summary of our conventions and fre-
quently used formulas can be found in the appendices A
and B. Appendix C contains some supplementary mate-
rial on the derivation of the general equations of motion.
Our notations and conventions are those of [1]. In par-
ticular, the basic geometrical quantities such as the cur-
vature, torsion, and nonmetricity are defined as in [1],
and we use the Latin alphabet to label the spacetime co-
ordinate indices. Furthermore, the metric has the signa-
ture (+,−,−,−). It should be noted that our definition
of the metrical energy-momentum tensor is different from
the definition used in [12, 13, 21].
II. METRIC-AFFINE GRAVITY
The geometrical arena of metric-affine gravity is as
follows. The physical spacetime is identified with a
four-dimensional smooth manifold L4, which is endowed
with a metric gij , and a linear connection Γki
j . These
structures introduce the physically important notions of
lengths, angles, and parallel transport on the spacetime.
In general, the geometry of such a manifold is exhaus-
tively characterized by three tensors: the curvature, the
torsion and the nonmetricity. They are defined as follows
Rkli
j := ∂kΓli
j − ∂lΓkij + ΓknjΓlin − ΓlnjΓkin, (1)
Tkl
i := Γkl
i − Γlki, (2)
Qkij := −∇kgij = −∂kgij + Γkilglj + Γkj lgil. (3)
The Riemannian connection Γ̂kj
i is uniquely determined
by the conditions of vanishing torsion and nonmetricity
which yield explicitly
Γ̂kj
i =
1
2
gil(∂jgkl + ∂kglj − ∂lgkj). (4)
The deviation of the geometry from the Riemannian one
is then conveniently described by the distortion tensor
Nkj
i := Γ̂kj
i − Γkj i. (5)
The system (2) and (3) allows us to find the distortion
tensor in terms of the torsion and nonmetricity. Explic-
itly,
Nkj
i = − 1
2
(Tkj
i + T ikj + T
i
jk)
+
1
2
(Qikj −Qkj i −Qjki). (6)
Conversely, one can use this to express the torsion and
nonmetricity tensors in terms of the distortion,
Tkj
i = − 2N[kj]i, (7)
Qkij = − 2Nk(ij). (8)
Substituting (5) into (1), we find the relation between the
non-Riemannian and the Riemannian curvature tensors
Radc
b = R̂adc
b−∇̂aNdcb+∇̂dNacb+NanbNdcn−NdnbNacn.
(9)
The hat over a symbol denotes the Riemannian objects
(such as the curvature tensor) and the Riemannian oper-
ators (such as the covariant derivative) constructed from
the Christoffel symbols (4).
A. Dynamics in metric-affine theory
The gravitational effects in the metric-affine theory are
described by the set of fundamental variables: the inde-
pendent metric gij and connection Γkj
i. Accordingly,
there are two sets of field equations.
Assuming standard minimal coupling, the total La-
grangian of interacting gravitational and matter fields
reads
L = V (gij , Rijk
l, Nki
j) + Lmat(gij , ψ
A,∇iψA). (10)
In general, the gravitational Lagrangian V is constructed
as a diffeomorphism invariant function of the curva-
ture, torsion, and nonmetricity. However, in view of
the relations (7) and (8), we can limit ourselves to La-
grangian functions that depend arbitrarily on the curva-
ture and the distortion tensors. The matter Lagrangian
depends on the matter field ψA and its covariant deriva-
tive ∇kψA = ∂kψA−Γkij (σAB)ji ψB. Here (σAB)ji are
the generators of general coordinate transformations.
The field equations of metric-affine gravity can be writ-
ten in several equivalent ways. The standard form is
the set of the so-called “first” and “second” field equa-
tions (using the modified covariant derivative defined by
∗
∇i = ∇i +Nkik):
∗
∇nHink + 1
2
Tmn
iHmnk − Eki = −Σki, (11)
∗
∇lHklij + 1
2
Tmn
kHmnij − Ekij = ∆ijk. (12)
Here the generalized gravitational field momenta are in-
troduced by
Hklij := − 2 ∂V
∂Rklij
, (13)
Hkij := − ∂V
∂Tkij
, (14)
Mkij := − ∂V
∂Qkij
, (15)
and the gravitational hypermomentum density is
Ekij = −Hkij −Mkij = − ∂V
∂Nkij
. (16)
Furthermore, the generalized energy-momentum tensor
of the gravitational field is
Ek
i = δikV +
1
2
QklnM
iln+Tkl
nHiln+Rkln
mHilnm. (17)
3The sources of the gravitational field are the canonical
energy-momentum tensor and the canonical hypermo-
mentum of matter, respectively:
Σk
i :=
∂Lmat
∂∇iψA ∇kψ
A − δikLmat. (18)
∆ij
k :=
∂Lmat
∂Γkij
= − ∂Lmat
∂∇kψA (σ
A
B)j
iψB. (19)
It is straightforward to verify that instead of the first
field equation (11), one can use the so-called zeroth field
equation which reads
2√−g
δ(
√−gV )
δgij
= tij . (20)
On the right-hand side, the matter source is now repre-
sented by the metrical energy-momentum tensor which
is defined by
tij :=
2√−g
∂(
√−gLmat)
∂gij
. (21)
The system (11) and (12) is completely equivalent to the
system (20) and (12), and it is a matter of convenience
which one is solved.
In order to give an explicit example of physical matter
with microstructure, we recall the hyperfluid model [27].
This is a direct generalization of the general relativistic
ideal fluid variational theory [28, 29] and of the spinning
fluid model of Weyssenhoff and Raabe [30, 31]. Using
the variational principle for the hyperfluid [27], one de-
rives the canonical energy-momentum and hypermomen-
tum tensors:
Σk
i = viPk − p
(
δik − vivk
)
, (22)
∆nm
i = viJm
n, (23)
where vi is the 4-velocity of the fluid and p is the pressure.
Fluid elements are characterized by their microstructural
properties: the momentum density Pk and the intrinsic
hypermomentum density Jm
n.
B. Nonminimal coupling
Let us now consider an extension of the metric-affine
theory by allowing the nonminimal coupling of matter
and gravity via the modified Lagrangian
FLmat(gij , ψ
A,∇iψA). (24)
which replaces the second term in (10). The coupling
function F = F (gij , Rijk
l, Nki
j) can depend arbitrarily
on its arguments. When F = 1, we recover the minimal
coupling case.
In the previous paper [32] we derived the conservation
laws in such a generalized theory. They read as follows:
∇̂j∆ikj = −Ujmnik∆mnj +Σki − tki, (25)
∇̂jΣkj = −VjnkΣnj −Rkjmn∆mnj − 1
2
Qkj
ntn
j
−Ak Lmat. (26)
Here we denote Ak := ∇̂k logF , and
Ujmn
ik = Ajδ
i
mδ
k
n −Njmiδkn +Njknδim, (27)
Vjn
k = Ajδ
k
n +N
k
jn. (28)
III. GENERAL MULTIPOLAR FRAMEWORK
In this section we derive “master equations of motion”
for a general extended test body, which is characterized
by a set of currents
JAj . (29)
Normally, these are the so-called Noether currents that
correspond to an invariance of the action under certain
symmetry group. However, this is not necessary, and any
set of currents is formally allowed. We call JAj dynami-
cal currents. The generalized index (capital Latin letters
A,B, . . . ) labels different components of the currents.
As the starting point for derivation of the equations of
motion for generalized multipole moments, we consider
the following conservation law:
∇̂jJAj = −ΛjBA JBj −ΠAB˙ΞB˙. (30)
On the right-hand side, we introduce objects that can be
called material currents
ΞA˙ (31)
to distinguish them from the dynamical currents JAj .
The number of components of the dynamical and mate-
rial currents is different; hence, we use a different index
with a dot, A˙, B˙, . . . , the range of which does not co-
incide with that of A,B, . . . . At this stage we do not
specify the ranges of both types of indices, this will be
done for the particular examples which we analyze later.
As usual, Einstein’s summation rule over repeated in-
dices is assumed for the generalized indices as well as for
coordinate indices.
Both sets of currents JAj and ΞA˙ are constructed from
the variables that describe the structure and the proper-
ties of matter inside the body. In contrast, the objects
ΛjB
A, ΠAB˙, (32)
do not depend on the matter, but they are functions of
the external classical fields which act on the body and
thereby determine its motion. The list of such exter-
nal fields includes the electromagnetic, gravitational, and
scalar fields.
We will now derive the equations of motion of a test
body by utilizing the covariant expansion method of
Synge [10]. For this we need the following auxiliary for-
mula for the absolute derivative of the integral of an ar-
bitrary bitensor density B˜x1y1 = B˜x1y1(x, y) (the latter
4is a tensorial function of two spacetime points):
D
ds
∫
Σ(s)
B˜x1y1dΣx1 =
∫
Σ(s)
∇̂x1B˜x1y1wx2dΣx2
+
∫
Σ(s)
vy2∇̂y2B˜x1y1dΣx1 . (33)
Here vy1 := dxy1/ds, s is the proper time, D
ds
= vi∇̂i,
and the integral is performed over a spatial hypersur-
face. Note that in our notation the point to which the
index of a bitensor belongs can be directly read from
the index itself; e.g., yn denotes indices at the point y.
Furthermore, we will now associate the point y with the
world-line of the test body under consideration. Here the
tilde marks densities, σ denotes Synge’s [10] world func-
tion, with σy being its first covariant derivative, and gyx
is the parallel propagator for vectors. For objects with
more complicated tensorial properties the parallel propa-
gator is straightforwardly generalized to GY X and G
Y˙
X˙ .
We will need these generalized propagators to deal with
the dynamical and material currents JAj and ΞA˙. More
details are collected in appendix A.
After these preliminaries, we introduce integrated mo-
ments for the two types of currents via (for n = 0, 1, . . . )
jy1···ynY0 =(−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
σy1 · · ·σynGY0X0 J˜X0x
′′
dΣx′′ , (34)
iy1...ynY0y
′
=(−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
σy1 · · ·σynGY0X0gy
′
x′ J˜
X0x
′
wx
′′
dΣx′′ ,
(35)
my1...ynY˙0 =(−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
σy1 · · ·σynGY˙0X˙0 Ξ˜X˙0wx
′′
dΣx′′ . (36)
Integrating (30) and making use of (33), we find the fol-
lowing “master equation of motion” for the generalized
multipole moments:
D
ds
jy1···ynY0 =−n v(y1jy2...yn)Y0 + n i(y1...yn−1|Y0|yn) − γY0Y ′y′′yn+1
(
iy1...ynY
′y′′ + jy1...ynY
′
vy
′′
)
−Λy′Y ′′Y0iy1...ynY
′′y′ − Λy′Y ′′Y0 ;yn+1iy1...yn+1Y
′′y′ −ΠY0 Y˙ ′my1...ynY˙
′ −ΠY0 Y˙ ′;yn+1my1...yn+1Y˙
′
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
[
−(−1)knα(y1y′yn+1...yn+kiy2...yn)yn+1...yn+kY0y
′
+ (−1)kn vy′β(y1y′yn+1...yn+kjy2...yn)yn+1...yn+kY0
+(−1)kγY0Y ′y′′yn+1...yn+k
(
iy1...yn+kY
′y′′ + jy1...yn+kY
′
vy
′′
)
− Λy′Y ′′Y0 ;yn+1...yn+kiy1...yn+kY
′′y′
−ΠY0 Y˙ ′;yn+1...yn+kmy1...yn+kY˙
′
]
. (37)
A. Electrodynamics in Minkowski spacetime
To see how the general formalism works, let us con-
sider the motion of electrically charged extended bodies
under the influence of electromagnetic field in the flat
Minkowski spacetime. This problem was analyzed ear-
lier by means of a different approach in [33].
In this case, it is convenient to recast the set of dy-
namical currents into the form of a column
JAj =
(
Jj
Σkj
)
, (38)
where Jj is the electric current and Σkj is the energy-
momentum tensor. Physically, the structure of the dy-
namical current is crystal clear: the matter elements of
an extended body are characterized by the two types of
“charges”, the electrical charge (the upper component)
and the mass (the lower component).
The generalized conservation law comprises two com-
ponents of different tensor dimensions:
∇̂j
(
Jj
Σkj
)
=
(
0
−F kjJj
)
, (39)
where the lower component of the right-hand side de-
scribes the usual Lorentz force.
Accordingly, we indeed recover for the dynamical cur-
rent (38) the conservation law in the form (30) where
ΞB˙ = 0 and
ΛjB
A =
(
0 0
Fj
k 0
)
. (40)
The generalized moments (34)-(36) have the same col-
umn structure, reflecting the two physical charges of mat-
ter:
jy1···ynY0 =
(
jy1···yn
py1···yny0
)
, (41)
iy1···ynY0y
′
=
(
iy1···yny
′
ky1···yny0y
′
)
, (42)
5whereas my1...ynY˙0 = 0.
As a result, the master equation (37) reduces to the
coupled system of the two sets of equations for the mo-
ments:
D
ds
jy1···yn = −n v(y1jy2...yn) + n i(y1...yn), (43)
D
ds
py1···yny0 = −n v(y1py2...yn)y0 + n k(y1...yn−1|y0|yn)
−
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
Fy′
y0
;yn+1...yn+ki
y1...yn+ky
′
−Fy′y0iy1...yny
′
. (44)
These equations should be compared to those of [33].
IV. EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN
METRIC-AFFINE GRAVITY
We are now in a position to derive the equations of
motion for extended test bodies in metric-affine gravity.
Introducing the dynamical current
JAj =
(
∆ikj
Σkj
)
, (45)
and the material current
ΞA˙ =
(
tik
Lmat
)
, (46)
we then recast the system (25) and (26) into the generic
conservation law (30), where we now have
ΛjB
A =
(
Uji′k′
ik −δijδkk′
Rkji′k′ Vjk′
k
)
, (47)
ΠAB˙ =
(
δii′δ
k
k′ 0
1
2Q
k
i′k′ A
k
)
. (48)
Like in the previous example of an electrically charged
body, the matter elements in metric-affine gravity are
also characterized by two “charges”: the canonical hyper-
momentum (upper component) and the canonical energy-
momentum (lower component). This is reflected in the
column structure of the dynamical current (45). The
material current (46) takes into account the metrical
energy-momentum and the matter Lagrangian related to
the nonminimal coupling. The multi-index A = {ik, k},
whereas A˙ = {ik, 1}. Accordingly, the generalized prop-
agator reads
GY X =
(
gy1x1g
y2
x2 0
0 gy1x1
)
, (49)
and we easily construct the expansion coefficients of
its derivatives from the corresponding expansions of the
derivatives of the vector propagator gyx:
γY0Y1y2...yk+2 =
(
γ{y0y˜}{y′y′′}y2...yk+2 0
0 γy0y′y2...yk+2
)
,
(50)
where we denoted
γ{y0y˜}{y′y′′}y2...yk+2 = γ
y0
y′y2...yk+2δ
y˜
y′′ + γ
y˜
y′′y2...yk+2δ
y0
y′ .
(51)
In particular, for the first expansion coefficient (k = 1),
we find
γ{y0y˜}{y′y′′}y2y3 =
1
2
(
Rˆy0y′y2y3δ
y˜
y′′ + Rˆ
y˜
y′′y2y3δ
y0
y′
)
,(52)
γy0y′y2y3 =
1
2
Rˆy0y′y2y3 . (53)
For completeness, let us also write down another gen-
eralized propagator
GY˙ X˙ =
(
gy1x1g
y2
x2 0
0 1
)
. (54)
The last step is to write the generalized moments (34)-
(36) in terms of their components:
jy1···ynY =
(
hy1···yny
′y′′
py1···yny
′
)
, (55)
iy1...ynY y0 =
(
qy1···yny
′y′′y0
ky1···yny
′y0
)
, (56)
my1...ynY˙ =
(
µy1···yny
′y′′
ξy1···yn
)
. (57)
For the two most important moments, “h” stands for
the hypermomentum, whereas “p” stands for the mo-
mentum.1 Finally, substituting all of the above into the
“master equation” (37), we obtain the system of mul-
tipolar equations of motion for extended test bodies in
metric-affine gravity:
1 Note that in order to facilitate the comparison with our previ-
ous work [23], we provide in appendix C the explicit form of
integrated conservation laws (25) and (26), as well as the gen-
eralized integrated moments (55) – (57) in the notation used in
[23].
6D
ds
hy1...ynyayb = −n v(y1hy2...yn)yayb + n q(y1...yn−1|yayb|yn) + ky1...ynybya − µy1...ynyayb
−1
2
R̂yay′y′′yn+1
(
qy1...yn+1y
′yby
′′
+ vy
′′
hy1...yn+1y
′yb
)
−1
2
R̂yby′y′′yn+1
(
qy1...yn+1yay
′y′′ + vy
′′
hy1...yn+1yay
′
)
−Uy0y′y′′yaybqy1...yny
′y′′y0 − Uy0y′y′′yayb ;yn+1qy1...yn+1y
′y′′y0
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
[
(−1)kγyay′y′′yn+1...yn+k
(
qy1...yn+ky
′yby
′′
+ vy
′′
hy1...yn+ky
′yb
)
+(−1)kγyby′y′′yn+1...yn+k
(
qy1...yn+kyay
′y′′ + vy
′′
hy1...yn+kyay
′
)
−(−1)knα(y1y′yn+1...yn+kqy2...yn)yn+1...yn+kyayby
′
+ (−1)kvy′nβ(y1y′yn+1...yn+khy2...yn)yn+1...yn+kyayb
−Uy0y′y′′yayb ;yn+1...yn+kqy1...yn+ky
′y′′y0
]
, (58)
D
ds
py1...ynya = −n v(y1py2...yn)ya + n k(y1...yn−1|ya|yn) − Ayaξy1...yn −Aya ;yn+1ξy1...yn+1
−Vy′′y′yaky1...yny
′y′′ − Vy′′y′ya ;yn+1ky1...yn+1y
′y′′ − 1
2
R̂yay′y′′yn+1
(
ky1...yn+1y
′y′′ + vy
′′
py1...yn+1y
′
)
−Ryay0y′y′′qy1...yny
′y′′y0 −Ryay0y′y′′;yn+1qy1...yn+1y
′y′′y0
−1
2
Qyay′′y′µ
y1...yny
′y′′ − 1
2
Qyay′′y′;yn+1µ
y1...yn+1y
′y′′
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
[
(−1)kγyay′y′′yn+1...yn+k
(
ky1...yn+ky
′y′′ + vy
′′
py1...yn+ky
′
)
−(−1)knα(y1y′yn+1...yn+kky2...yn)yn+1...yn+kyay
′
+ (−1)kn vy′β(y1y′yn+1...yn+kpy2...yn)yn+1...yn+kya
−Ryay0y′y′′;yn+1...yn+kqy1...yn+ky
′y′′y0 − Vy′′y′ya ;yn+1...yn+kky1...yn+ky
′y′′
−1
2
Qyay′′y′;yn+1...yn+kµ
y1...yn+ky
′y′′ −Aya ;yn+1...yn+kξy1...yn+k
]
. (59)
V. SPECIAL CASES
The general equations of motion (58) and (59) are valid
to any multipolar order. In the following sections we
focus on some special cases; in particular, we work out
the two lowest multipolar orders of approximation and
consider the explicit form of the equations of motion in
special geometries.
A. General pole-dipole equations of motion
From (58) and (59), we can derive the general
pole-dipole equations of motion. The relevant mo-
ments to be kept at this order of approximation are
pa, pab, hab, qabc, kab, kabc, µab, µabc, ξa, and ξ. Since all
objects are now evaluated on the world-line, we switch
back to the usual tensor notation.
For n = 1 and n = 0, eq. (58) yields
0 = kacb − µabc + qbca − vahbc, (60)
D
ds
hab = kba − µab − Ucdeabqdec. (61)
Furthermore for n = 2, 1, 0 equation (59) yields
0 = k(a|c|b) − v(apb)c, (62)
D
ds
pab = kba − vapb −Abξa − Vdcbkacd − 1
2
Qbdcµ
acd,
(63)
D
ds
pa = −Vcbakbc −Radbcqbcd − 1
2
Qacbµ
bc
−Aaξ − 1
2
R̂acdb
(
kbcd + vdpbc
)
−Vdca;bkbcd − 1
2
Qadc;bµ
bcd −Aa;bξb. (64)
71. Rewriting equations of motion
Let us decompose (60) and (61) into symmetric and
skew-symmetric parts:
µabc = ka(bc) + q(bc)a − vah(bc), (65)
0 = − ka[bc] + q[bc]a − vah[bc], (66)
µab = − D
ds
h(ab) + k(ab) − Ucde(ab)qdec, (67)
D
ds
h[ab] = − k[ab] − Ucde[ab]qdec. (68)
As a result, we can express the moments symmetric in the
last two indices µab = µ(ab) and µcab = µc(ab) (in general,
this is possible also for an arbitrary order µc1...cnab =
µc1...cn(ab)) in terms of the other moments.
Let us denote the skew-symmetric part sab := h[ab], as
this greatly simplifies the subsequent manipulations and
the comparison with [23].
The system of the two equations (62) and (66) can be
resolved in terms of the 3rd rank k-moment. The result
reads explicitly
kabc = vapcb + vc
(
p[ab] − sab
)
+vb
(
p[ac] − sac
)
+ va
(
p[bc] − sbc
)
+q[ab]c + q[ac]b + q[bc]a. (69)
This yields some useful relations:
ka[bc] = −vasbc + q[bc]a, (70)
k[ab]c = v[ap|c|b] + vc
(
p[ab] − sab
)
+ q[ab]c. (71)
The next step is to use the equations (67), (65) to-
gether with (69) and substitute the µ-moments and k-
moments into (61) and (63)-(64). This yields the system
that depends only on the p, h, q and ξ moments.
Let us start with the analysis of (64). The latter con-
tains the combination k[b|c|d] + v[dpb]c where the skew
symmetry is imposed by the contraction with the Rie-
mann curvature tensor which is antisymmetric in the last
two indices. Making use of (69), we derive
k[a|c|b] + v[bpa]c = κabc + κacb − κbca, (72)
where we introduced the abbreviation
κabc = vc
(
p[ab] − sab
)
+ q[ab]c. (73)
Note that by construction κabc = κ[ab]c.
Then by making use of the Ricci identity we find
− 1
2
R̂acdb
(
kbcd + vdpbc
)
= R̂abcd
[
q[cd]b
+vb
(
p[cd] − scd
)]
. (74)
Substituting kbc from (63) and µbc from (67), we find
after some algebra
−Vcbakbc − 1
2
Qacbµ
bc = −AbDp
ba
ds
−NacdDh
cd
ds
− (pa +Nacdhcd) vbAb −AaAbξb − kbacAbAc
+(NanbNdc
n −NacnNdnb) qcbd. (75)
Further simplification is achieved by noticing that
vbAb =
DA
ds
, (76)
kbacAbAc = p
caAc
DA
ds
, (77)
where we used (62) and recalled that Ab = A;b.
Analogously, taking kb[cd] from (70) and µbcd from (65),
we derive
−Vdca;bkbcd − 1
2
Qadc;bµ
bcd = −Ab;ckcab
+Nacd;bq
cdb −Nacd;bvbhcd. (78)
We can again use Ab = A;b and (62) to simplify
− Ab;ckcab = −pbaDAb
ds
. (79)
After these preliminary calculations, we substitute
(74)-(79) into (64) to recast the latter into
D
ds
(
Fpa + FNacdh
cd + pba∇̂bF
)
= FR̂abcdv
b
(
p[cd] − scd
)
−Fqcbd
[
Radcb − R̂adcb −Nacb;d
−NanbNdcn +NacnNdnb]
−FAa (ξ + ξbAb)− FξbAa;b. (80)
Finally, combining (63) and (61) to eliminate kba we
derive the equation
D
ds
(
pab − hab) = µab − va (pb +N bcdhcd)
+ qcdaN bcd − qcbdNdca + qacdNdbc
− ξaAb + (qabc − kabc)Ac. (81)
Following [23], we introduce the total orbital and the
total spin angular moments
Lab := 2p[ab], Sab := −2h[ab], (82)
and define the generalized total energy-momentum 4-
vector and the generalized total angular momentum by
Pa := F (pa +Nacdhcd) + pba∇̂bF, (83)
J ab := F (Lab + Sab). (84)
Then, taking into account the identity (9) which with the
help of the raising and lowering of indices can be recast
into
∇̂aNdcb = −Radcb + R̂adcb +Nacb;d
+NanbNdc
n −NdnbNacn, (85)
8we rewrite the pole-dipole equations of motion (80) and
(81) in the final form
DPa
ds
=
1
2
R̂abcdv
bJ cd + Fqcbd∇̂aNdcb
− ξ∇̂aF − ξb∇̂b∇̂aF, (86)
DJ ab
ds
= − 2v[aPb] + 2F (qcd[aN b]cd + qc[a|d|Ndcb]
+q[a|cd|Nd
b]
c)− 2ξ[a∇̂b]F. (87)
The last equation arises as the skew-symmetric part of
(81), whereas the symmetric part of the latter is a non-
dynamical relation that determines the µab moment
µab =
DΥab
ds
+
1
F
v(a
(
Pb) + J b)cAc
)
+ ξ(aAb)
− qcd(aN b)cd + qc(a|d|Ndcb) − q(a|cd|Ndb)c
+(q[ac]b + q[bc]a − q(ab)c)Ac. (88)
Here the symmetric moment of the total hypermomen-
tum is introduced via
Υab := p(ab) − h(ab). (89)
B. Coupling to the post-Riemannian geometry:
Fine structure
Let us look more carefully at how the post-Riemannian
pieces of the gravitational field couple to extended test
bodies. At first, we notice that the generalized energy-
momentum vector (83) contains the term Nacdh
cd that
describes the direct interaction of the distortion (torsion
plus nonmetricity) with the intrinsic dipole moment of
the hypermomentum. Decomposing the latter into the
skew-symmetric (spin) part and the symmetric (proper
hypermomentum + dilation) part, we find
Nacdh
cd = − 1
2
Na[cd]S
cd − 1
2
Qacdh
(cd). (90)
Here we made use of (8). This is quite consistent with the
gauge-theoretic structure of metric-affine gravity. The
second term shows that the intrinsic proper hypermo-
mentum and the dilation moment couple to the non-
metricity, whereas the first term displays the typical spin-
torsion coupling.
Similar observations can be made for the coupling of
higher moments which appear on the right-hand sides of
(86) and (87) - and thus determine the force and torque
acting on an extended body due to the post-Riemannian
gravitational field. In order to see this, let us introduce
the decomposition
− 1
2
qabc =
d
qabc +
s
qcab (91)
into the two pieces
d
qabc :=
1
2
(
q[ac]b + q[bc]a − q(ab)c
)
, (92)
s
qabc :=
1
2
(
q[ab]c + q[ac]b − q[bc]a
)
. (93)
The overscript “d” and “s” notation shows the relevance
of these objects to the dilation plus proper hypermomen-
tum and to the spin, respectively. By construction, we
have the following algebraic properties
d
q[ab]c ≡ 0, sq(ab)c ≡ 0. (94)
Making use of the decomposition (91) and of the ex-
plicit structure of the distortion (6), we then recast the
equations of motion (86) and (87) into
DPa
ds
=
1
2
R̂abcdv
bJ cd
+F
s
qcbd∇̂aTcbd + F
d
qcbd∇̂aQdcb
− ξ∇̂aF − ξb∇̂b∇̂aF, (95)
DJ ab
ds
= − 2v[aPb]
+2F (
s
qcd[aTcd
b] + 2
s
q[a|cd|T b]cd)
+ 2F (
d
qcd[aQb]cd + 2
d
q[a|dc|Qcd
b])
− 2ξ[a∇̂b]F. (96)
Now we clearly see the fine structure of the coupling of
extended bodies to the post-Riemannian geometry. The
first lines in the equations of motion describe the usual
Mathisson-Papapetrou force and torque. They depend
on the Riemannian geometry only. A body with the
nontrivial moment (93) is affected by the torsion field,
whereas the nontrivial moment (92) feels the nonmetric-
ity. This explains the different physical meaning of the
higher moments (92) and (93). In addition, the last lines
in (95) and (96) describe contributions due to the non-
minimal coupling.
C. General monopolar equations of motion
At the monopolar order we have nontrivial moments
pa, kab, µab and ξ. The nontrivial equations of motion
then arise from the eq. (58) for n = 0 and from the eq.
(59) for n = 1, n = 0:
0 = kba − µab, (97)
0 = kba − vapb, (98)
Dpa
ds
= −Vcbakbc − 1
2
Qacbµ
bc −Aaξ. (99)
The first two equations (97) and (98) yield
k[ab] = 0, v[apb] = 0, (100)
and substituting (97), (98) and (100) into (99) we find
D(Fpa)
ds
= − ξ∇̂aF. (101)
From (100) we have pa =Mva with the massM := vapa,
and this allows us to recast (101) into the final form
M
Dva
ds
= − ξ(gab − vavb)∇̂bF
F
. (102)
9Hence, in general the motion of nonminimally coupled
monopole test bodies is nongeodetic. Furthermore, the
general monopole equation of motion (102) reveals an
interesting feature of theories with nonminimal cou-
pling. There is an “indirect” coupling, i.e. through
the coupling function F (gij , Rijk
l, Tij
k, Qkij), of post-
Riemannian spacetime features to structureless test bod-
ies.
D. Weyl-Cartan spacetime
In Weyl-Cartan spacetime the nonmetricity reads
Qkij = Qkgij , where Qk is the Weyl covector. Hence
the distortion is given by
Nkj
i = Kkj
i +
1
2
(
Qigkj −Qkδij −Qjδik
)
. (103)
The contortion tensor is constructed from the torsion,
Kkj
i = − 1
2
(Tkj
i + T ikj + T
i
jk). (104)
As a result, the generalized momentum (83) in Weyl-
Cartan spacetime takes the form
Pa = Fpa − F
2
(
KacdS
cd −QbSba +QaD
)
+ pba∇̂bF.
(105)
Here we introduced the intrinsic dilation moment D :=
gabh
ab.
Substituting the distortion (103) into (86) and (87),
we find the pole-dipole equations of motion in the Weyl-
Cartan spacetime:
DPa
ds
=
1
2
R̂abcdv
bJ cd + F sqcbd∇̂aTcbd
+Zb∇̂aQb − ξ∇̂aF − ξb∇̂b∇̂aF, (106)
DJ ab
ds
= − 2v[aPb] + 2F (sqcd[aTcdb] + 2
s
q[a|cd|T b]cd)
+2FZ [aQb] − 2ξ[a∇̂b]F. (107)
Here we introduced the trace of the modified moment
(92),
Za := gbc
d
qbca =
1
2
gbc
(
qbac − qbca − qabc) . (108)
It is coupled to the Weyl nonmetricity.
E. Weyl spacetime
Weyl spacetime [34] is obtained as a special case of the
results above for vanishing torsion. Hence the contortion
is trivial,
Kabc = 0. (109)
Taking this into account, the generalized momentum
(105) and the equations of motion (106) and (107) are
simplified even further.
It is interesting to note that besides a direct coupling
of the dilation moment to the Weyl nonmetricity on the
right-hand sides of (106) and (107), there is also a non-
trivial coupling of the spin to the nonmetricity in (105).
F. Riemann-Cartan spacetime
Another special case is obtained when the Weyl vector
vanishes Qa = 0. Equations (105)-(107) then reproduce
in a covariant way the findings of Yasskin and Stoeger
[17] when the coupling is minimal (F = 1). For nonmin-
imal coupling we recover our earlier results in [23].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have worked out covariant test body equations of
motion for standard metric-affine gravity, as well as its
extensions with nonminimal coupling. Our results cover
a very large class of gravitational theories, and one can
use them as a theoretical basis for systematic tests of
gravity by means of extended deformable bodies.
Furthermore, our work generalizes a whole set of works
[16–24, 26, 35]. In particular it can be viewed as a com-
pletion of the program initiated in [18], in which a non-
covariant Papapetrou-type [5] approach was used. The
general equations of motion (58) and (59) cover all of the
previously reported cases. As demonstrated explicitly,
the master equation (37) allows for a quick adoption to
any physical theory, as soon as the conservation laws and
(multi-)current structure are fixed.
It is satisfying to see that in the context of nonminimal
metric-affine gravity, one is able to recover the same indi-
rect coupling – as previously reported in [23] in the case of
torsion – of new geometrical quantities to regular matter
via the coupling function F . This may be exploited to de-
vise new strategies to detect post-Riemannian spacetime
features in future experiments. We hope that our covari-
ant unified framework sheds more light on the systematic
test of theories which exhibit nonminimal coupling.
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Appendix A: Conventions & Symbols
In the following we summarize our conventions, and
collect some frequently used formulas. A directory of
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TABLE I. Directory of symbols.
Symbol Explanation
Geometrical quantities
gab Metric√−g Determinant of the metric
δab Kronecker symbol
xa, s Coordinates, proper time
Γab
c Connection
Nab
c Distortion
Qabc Nonmetricity
Tab
c Torsion
Rabc
d Curvature
σ World function
Habcd,H
ab
c,M
abc, Eabc Field momenta
gy0x0 , G
Y
X Parallel propagator
(σAB)i
j Generators coord. transf.
Matter quantities
ψA General matter field
Σa
b, Canonical energy-momentum
∆ab
c Canonical hypermomentum
ta
b Metrical energy-momentum
∆ab
c Hypermomentum
D Intrinsic dilation moment
Pa Momentum density
Ja
b Hypermomentum density
va Velocity
ΞA Material currents
Pa Gen. momentum
J ab Gen. total angular momentum
Υab Total hypermomentum moment
M Mass
L Lagrangian
j..., i..., m..., p..., k..., Integrated moments
h..., q..., µ..., ξ...
Auxiliary quantities
∗
∇a Modified cov. derivative
F , A Coupling function
JAj Dynamical currents
αy0y1...yn , β
y0
y1...yn , γ
y0
y1...yn Expansion coefficients
Uabc
d, Vab
c, ΛjB
A, ΠAB Auxiliary variables
Φy1...yny0x0 , Ψ
y2...yn+1y0y1
x0x1 ,
d
qabc,
s
qabc, Za
Operators
∂i, ∇i (Partial, covariant) derivative
D
ds
=“˙” Total derivative
“[. . . ]” Coincidence limit
“̂” Riemannian quantity
“˜” Density
symbols used throughout the text can be found in table
I.
For an arbitrary k-tensor Ta1...ak , the symmetrization
and antisymmetrization are defined by
T(a1...ak) :=
1
k!
k!∑
I=1
TpiI{a1...ak}, (A1)
T[a1...ak] :=
1
k!
k!∑
I=1
(−1)|piI |TpiI{a1...ak}, (A2)
where the sum is taken over all possible permutations
(symbolically denoted by πI{a1 . . . ak}) of its k indices.
As is well known, the number of such permutations is
equal to k!. The sign factor depends on whether a permu-
tation is even (|π| = 0) or odd (|π| = 1). The number of
independent components of the totally symmetric tensor
T(a1...ak) of rank k in n dimensions is equal to the bino-
mial coefficient
(
n−1+k
k
)
= (n−1+k)!/[k!(n−1)!], whereas
the number of independent components of the totally an-
tisymmetric tensor T[a1...ak] of rank k in n dimensions is
equal to the binomial coefficient
(
n
k
)
= n!/[k!(n−k)!]. For
example, for a second rank tensor Tab the symmetrization
yields a tensor T(ab) =
1
2 (Tab+ Tba) with 10 independent
components, and the antisymmetrization yields another
tensor T[ab] =
1
2 (Tab − Tba) with 6 independent compo-
nents.
The covariant derivative defined by the Riemannian
connection is conventionally denoted by the nabla or by
the semicolon: ∇̂a = “;a”.
Our conventions for the Riemann curvature are as fol-
lows:
2Ac1...ckd1...dl;[ba] ≡ 2∇̂[a∇̂b]Ac1...ckd1...dl
=
k∑
i=1
R̂abe
ciAc1...e...ckd1...dl
−
l∑
j=1
R̂abdj
eAc1...ckd1...e...dl . (A3)
The Ricci tensor is introduced by R̂ij := R̂kij
k, and the
curvature scalar is R̂ := gijR̂ij . The signature of the
spacetime metric is assumed to be (+1,−1,−1,−1).
In the derivation of the equations of motion we made
use of the bitensor formalism; see, e.g., [10, 11, 36] for
introductions and references. In particular, the world
function is defined as an integral σ(x, y) := 12ǫ
(
y∫
x
dτ
)2
over the geodesic curve connecting the spacetime points x
and y, where ǫ = ±1 for timelike/spacelike curves. Note
that our curvature conventions differ from those in [10,
36]. Indices attached to the world function always denote
covariant derivatives, at the given point, i.e. σy := ∇yσ;
hence, we do not make explicit use of the semicolon in the
case of the world function. The parallel propagator by
gyx(x, y) allows for the parallel transportation of objects
along the unique geodesic that links the points x and y.
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For example, given a vector V x at x, the corresponding
vector at y is obtained by means of the parallel transport
along the geodesic curve as V y = gyx(x, y)V
x. For more
details see, e.g., section 5 in [36]. A compact summary of
useful formulas in the context of the bitensor formalism
can also be found in the appendices A and B of [21].
We start by stating, without proof, the following useful
rule for a bitensor B with arbitrary indices at different
points (here just denoted by dots):
[B...];y = [B...;y] + [B...;x] . (A4)
Here a coincidence limit of a bitensor B...(x, y) is a tensor
[B...] = lim
x→y
B...(x, y), (A5)
determined at y. Furthermore, we collect the following
useful identities:
σy0y1x0y2x1 = σy0y1y2x0x1 = σx0x1y0y1y2 , (A6)
gx1x2σx1σx2 = 2σ = g
y1y2σy1σy2 , (A7)
[σ] = 0, [σx] = [σy] = 0, (A8)
[σx1x2 ] = [σy1y2 ] = gy1y2 , (A9)
[σx1y2 ] = [σy1x2 ] = −gy1y2 , (A10)
[σx1x2x3 ] = [σx1x2y3 ] = [σx1y2y3 ] = [σy1y2y3 ] = 0,
(A11)
[gx0y1 ] = δ
y0
y1 , [g
x0
y1;x2 ] = [g
x0
y1;y2 ] = 0, (A12)
[gx0y1;x2x3 ] =
1
2
R̂y0y1y2y3 . (A13)
Appendix B: Covariant expansions
Here we briefly summarize the covariant expansions
of the second derivative of the world function, and the
derivative of the parallel propagator:
σy0x1 = g
y′
x1
(
− δy0y′
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
αy0y′y2...yk+1σ
y2 · · ·σyk+1
)
, (B1)
σy0y1 = δ
y0
y1
−
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
βy0y1y2...yk+1σ
y2 · · ·σyk+1 , (B2)
gy0x1;x2 = g
y′
x1g
y′′
x2
(
1
2
R̂y0y′y′′y3σ
y3
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
γy0y′y′′y3...yk+2σ
y3 · · ·σyk+2
)
, (B3)
gy0x1;y2 = g
y′
x1
(
1
2
R̂y0y′y2y3σ
y3
+
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
γy0y′y2y3...yk+2σ
y3 · · ·σyk+2
)
. (B4)
GY0X1;x2 = G
Y ′
X1g
y′′
x2
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
γY0Y ′y′′y3...yk+2σ
y3 · · ·σyk+2 ,
(B5)
GY0X1;y2 = G
Y ′
X1
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
γY0Y ′y2y3...yk+2σ
y3 · · ·σyk+2 . (B6)
The coefficients α, β, γ in these expansions are polynomi-
als constructed from the Riemann curvature tensor and
its covariant derivatives. The first coefficients read as
follows:
αy0y1y2y3 = −
1
3
R̂y0(y2y3)y1 , (B7)
βy0y1y2y3 =
2
3
R̂y0(y2y3)y1 , (B8)
αy0y1y2y3y4 =
1
2
∇̂(y2R̂y0y3y4)y1 , (B9)
βy0y1y2y3y4 = −
1
2
∇̂(y2R̂y0y3y4)y1 , (B10)
γy0y1y2y3y4 =
1
3
∇̂(y3R̂y0 |y1|y4)y2 . (B11)
We also need the covariant expansion of a usual vector:
Ax = g
y0
x
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
Ay0;y1...yk σ
y1 · · ·σyk . (B12)
Appendix C: Explicit form
Here we make contact with our notation in [23] to fa-
cilitate a direct comparison to the results there.
We introduce the auxiliary variables
Φy1...yny0x0 := σ
y1 · · ·σyngy0x0 , (C1)
Ψy1...yny0y
′
x0x′ := σ
y1 · · ·σyngy0x0gy
′
x′ . (C2)
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Their derivatives
Ψy1...yny0y
′
x0x′;z =
n∑
a=1
σy1 · · ·σyaz · · ·σyngy0x0gy
′
x′ + σ
y1 · · ·σyn
(
gy0x0;zg
y′
x′ + g
y0
x0g
y′
x′;z
)
, (C3)
Φy1...yny0x0;z =
n∑
a=1
σy1 · · ·σyaz · · ·σyngy0x0 + σy1 · · ·σyn gy0x0;z, (C4)
can be straightforwardly evaluated by using the expansion from appendix B.
In terms of (C1) and (C2) the integrated conservation laws (25) and (26) take the form
D
ds
∫
Ψy1...yny0y
′
x0x′∆˜
x0x
′x2dΣx2 =
∫
Ψy1...yny0y
′
x0x′
[
−Ux′′′′x
′
x′′
x0
x′′′∆˜
x′′x′′′x′′′′ + Σ˜x
′x0 − t˜x′x0
]
wx2dΣx2
+
∫
Ψy1...yny0y
′
x0x′;x′′∆˜
x0x
′x′′wx2dΣx2 +
∫
vyn+1Ψy1...yny0y
′
x0x′;yn+1∆˜
x0x
′x2dΣx2 , (C5)
D
ds
∫
Φy1...yny0x0Σ˜
x0x2dΣx2 =
∫
Φy1...yny0x0
(
−Vx′′x0x′Σ˜x
′x′′ −Rx0x′′′x′x′′∆˜x
′x′′x′′′ − 1
2
Qx0x′′x′ t˜
x′x′′
−Ax0L˜mat
)
wx2dΣx2 +
∫
Φy1...yny0x0;x′Σ˜
x0x
′
wx2dΣx2 +
∫
vyn+1Φy1...yny0x0;yn+1Σ˜
x0x2dΣx2 . (C6)
This form allows for a direct comparison to (29) and (30) in [23]. Explicitly, in terms of (C1) and (C2) the integrated
moments from (55)–(57) are given by
py1...yny0 := (−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
Φy1...yny0x0Σ˜
x0x1dΣx1 , (C7)
ky2...yn+1y0y1 := (−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
Ψy2...yn+1y0y1x0x1Σ˜
x0x1wx2dΣx2 , (C8)
hy2...yn+1y0y1 := (−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
Ψy2...yn+1y0y1x0x1∆˜
x0x1x2dΣx2 , (C9)
qy3...yn+2y0y1y2 := (−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
Ψy3...yn+2y0y1x0x1g
y2
x2∆˜
x0x1x2wx3dΣx3 , (C10)
µy2...yn+1y0y1 := (−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
Ψy2...yn+1y0y1x0x1 t˜
x0x1wx2dΣx2 , (C11)
ξy1...yn := (−1)n
∫
Σ(τ)
σy1 · · ·σynLmatwx2dΣx2 . (C12)
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